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Great news

Pay with ease: NFTify now accepts PayPal for subscriptions!
Check them out →
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We empower NFT creators
It’s the dawn of the NFT movement. And for those wanting in the game but tech inexperienced - we’re here for you.
Our Story

Officially released in July 2021, NFTify has been empowering 19k+ brands to create their own NFT marketplaces - in just a matter of hours, and with absolutely no code.
NFTify is a team of aspiring developers. Since the early ‘20s, we recognized the tremendous demand in self-owned NFT marketplaces, as public sites don’t have enough room for creativity and originality. 
But building one from scratch requires massive resources for design, development and maintenance. That’s why NFTify was born: we help creators & brands easily build, sell and grow their NFT marketplaces at the minimal cost.


Mission
Vision & Values
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Roadmap
What we've been working on

Q1 - 2022
complete


	Blog page
	Physical shipping address
	Category-based themes
	Discount codes
	Fiat payment
	Bulk upload
	Subscription box
	Email marketing



Q2 - 2022
complete


	Bulk NFT selling
	Gasless transactions
	Mystery box
	Additional marketing tools
	SEO enhancements
	Permission settings for collaborators



Q3 - 2022
ongoing


	Airdrop
	Crypto top-up via Card
	Store ownership transfer
	Royalties split
	Multi-language
	Additional chain: Cardano



Q4 - 2022



	Subscription plans
	Additional chains: Solana, Tezos
	UI enhancements
	Affiliate program
	NFTify marketplace
	Public minting
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The people
behind NFTify
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Nikita Ngan Nguyen
CEO & Co-Founder
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Dylan Dong Do
CTO & Co-Founder
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Toan Pham
Project Manager
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Tam Ly
Chief Marketing Officer
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Duy Nguyen
Fullstack Lead
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Hana Vu
Business Analyst Lead
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Tung Bui 
UI/UX Lead





Join our weekly digest!
Get exclusive promotions & updates straight to your inbox.

Subscribe
Create FREE Store
FEATURES
 Build Store Sell NFT Grow Business
SERVICES
 Concierge Customization
PRODUCT
 About us Whitepaper $N1 Token Stake $N1
RESOURCES
 Help Center NFTify Branding Success Stories Video Tutorials Blog Contact Support
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